First and foremost, we would like to thank everyone for his or her encouragement, feedback in the future. We would also like to inform everyone that the newsletter has been changed feedback from all of you. President Lincoln once said, by you!! So please keep the There is so much going on at the beginning! So in random order, Faculty interviews are on in full swing. The seminars conducted ranged from Economics and Mathematics to Communication and Creative writing. This fortnight will witness many more sessions including subjects like Anthropology, History and French. The PG entrance test is scheduled for Sunday 18th. All the best to our team coordinating this. COGE's Program on Mentoring is scheduled to start on March 19th.

A Kodak moment!
Jaggudada was here in our very own FLAME office, last fortnight. While here, he announced his full support to FLAME School of Communication & its MBA in Mass Media. He also was kind enough to pose for photographs with most of us and didn't rush out the door before anyone could recognize him. Here are a couple of Kodak moments with Jackie!

What is Globalisation?
A student of Philosophy asked his professor in America via email, "What is the definition of Globalisation?" And the answer was, Princess Diana's death.
Question: How come?
Answer: An English princess with an Egyptian boyfriend had a fatal crash in French tunnel, while traveling in a German car with Dutch engine, driven by Belgian driver who was drunk on Scottish whisky, having been followed by Italian paparazzi, on Japanese motorcycles, and were treated by American doctors, using Brazilian medicines.
This (reply) is sent to you by an American teacher, using Bill Gates technology, and you are reading this on your Taiwanese chips, and a Korean monitor assembled by Bangladeshi workers in Singapore plants, transported by Pakistani drivers, unloaded by Sicilian longshoremen, trucked to you by Mexicans and read by people around the world.

Attention please
In the story on the North East inadvertently did not mention the Poonam and P.D. Rai in making all the event a great success. Sorry guys convention in last week's issue, we great jobs done by Kishore, Archana, the different arrangements and making and keep up the great work.

Happy Birthday ...
Archana Pohare!!!
On 14th Feb 2007
Many happy returns & best wishes for this year!